Historical character visits. We bring excellent story-telling,
costumed characters, and period objects to handle. Let us
evoke the sights, sounds and smells of Shakespeare's
world or Victorian England. We can provide workshops for
key characters and periods studied at KS1 and 2.
Literary Character visits. We provide visits from characters
from popular books. Be enslaved into eternal winter by
Jadis, Queen of Narnia or learn gobblefunk with one of
your favourite Roald Dahl characters. An excellent activity
for World Book Day or just to add excitement to literature study. Contact
us to discuss characters.
Story-telling workshop. Incorporating a variety of literacy
and drama skills to take you on a journey through your own
story, you will learn about the art of story-telling. Find your
own story and develop it.
Play in a day. Create a polished performance in a day. Learn a variety of
drama skills to raise confidence, improve speaking and listening, and build
theatrical skills. A fun and focused session, culminating in an original
performance piece. We can provide a theme, or it can link with schoolbased projects or targets.

Space suit workshop. Explore why astronauts
wear specialist clothing through hands-on
experiments and have a chance to try on a replica
of the Sokol Pressure Suit worn by Tim Peake.
Rockets and spacecraft workshop. What is a rocket?
How does it work? How do we keep astronauts safe? This
explosive workshop explores the science and engineering
of spacecraft: how rockets lift off, how an orbit works,
and why astronauts aren’t burnt up on re-entry.
Solar system workshop. Ever wondered what a toilet
roll has to do with the Solar System? Wonder no
more. Let Paul take you through the history of the
place we call home: our solar system.
Is there life on Mars? Investigate astrobiology and ask the question: Are
we alone? Explore past current and future Mars missions, carry out
experiments on simulated Martian soil and extract DNA to help decide
what ‘life’ even means.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Astronomy workshop. Get hands-on with telescopes. Safely view the
surface of the Sun using specialist equipment or explore the night sky
with a range of telescopes. Sessions work better with smaller groups.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Ruth is a theatre practitioner, writer & qualified teacher (PGCE MEd). She
can also provide drama clubs, teacher CPD and literacy consultancy.

Paul is a Fellow of the Royal Astronomical Society & qualified teacher
(FRAS PGCE). He can also provide teacher CPD and star parties.

Contact: gather.round.workshops@gmail.com or 01249 476400
www.hilltuition.co.uk/gatherround

Contact: paul@siriusastronomy.co.uk or 01249 476400
www.siriusastronomy.co.uk/workshops

